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Srilanka is the most astounding tourist destination located on the sapphire Indian Ocean. This
beautiful destination is located in the just below India and truly its looks like a tiny tear drop shed on
the gorgeous Ocean. This beautiful country is truly the most outstanding destination which easily
attracts all the sorts of visitors. Honeymooners, leisure vacationers, family vacationers and the globe
trotters easily entice the vacationers from all over the globe for their wonderful vacation. 

This beautiful country is truly the most enthralling destinations to visit and explore. Srilanka is dotted
with spectrum of tourist attractions and destinations which truly entice the vacationers. Along with
the heart grabbing attractions and destinations this beautiful country truly is dotted with beguiling
hotels and accommodations which truly offer all the visitors wonderful stay. The different categories
of hotels offer all tourists an opulent choice as they can choose their type of hotels according to their
budget and taste.  This beautiful tropical paradise is truly very famous for its wonderful fascinating
beaches which offer the visitors fulfilled and delightful vacation.  Well apart from the beaches
beautiful and elegant forts, splendid Hindu and Buddhist temples, lush green beautiful gardens,
picturesque hill towns and exotic wildlife truly make this destination wonderful and bliss for the all
the tourist.

Sri Lanka is surrounded by dazzling beaches. These beaches are one of the world famous beaches
and attract large number of tourists from all parts and corners of the globe. Beaches are best spot to
visit because of their golden sand, green palm, resorts, blue sea, pleasant climate and other feature.
Some of the famous beaches which are very worth to visit and explore as on your Srilanka Trip  are
as listed below:

Kalkudah Beach

Kalkudah beach is 2 km long beach and is located 32 km away from north of Batticaloa. Kalkudah
and passekudah are two finest beaches in the east coast of Sri Lanka. It is very calm and relaxing
beach. It is favorite spot for nature lovers and for those who love exotic water sports activities.
Kalkudah beach is perfect for sun bathing, Windsurfing and skiing. There you can do all the fun
which you never do in your life and thereâ€™s weather is mostly warm and sunny.

Negombo beach

Negombo is situated about 37 km far from north of Colombo. This beach seems like paradise on
earth. Beach is surrounded by golden sand, green palms, and other attractions which tempt you to
visit here and you can enjoy blue sea, picturesque view, pleasant and calm climate. These features
are increasing beauty of this beach.

Bentota beach

Bentota beach is one of finest beaches in Sri Lanka and is situated 64 km down from Colombo.
There are endless palm trees, greenery and glittering golden sand which make this a perfect spot
for tourists. This beach is also offers you several water sports actions like jet skiing, wind surfing,
water surfing, diving, snorkeling etc. Apart from that you can enjoy at night because it is also known
for its nightlife and there are many pubs and cafÃ© which opens late at night.

Well there are some of the other beaches which easily attract the vacationers and this also elate the
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vacationers truly offer them holiday at its best. SriLanka Tour Package  truly will offer you sheer
wonder which will overcast magical spell on your visit to Srilanka.
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